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I. INTRODUCTION
Question answering systems provide interaction between
humans and computers in a natural language. A question
answering system will accept queries to a data base and make
replies In a language closely approximating natural English.
The main components of such a system are a syntax for the
query language, a data base, and some executive functions.
Current question answering systems are limited in their
linguistic and semantic capabilities. Even the most success-
ful systems will not allow the use of extremely elaborate
sentence construction or obscure or poetic phraseology.
The forms in which data Is represented in the data base are
also restricted. In successful systems data is represented
by the equivalent of lists and tables, and the semantic
functions generally are composed of various counting and
sorting operations. Other types of semantic functions, such
as cause and effect and inductive reasoning operations, are
not available.
The present question answering systems appear to have
progressed significantly toward solving purely syntactic
problems. However, in the area of semantic problems such as
reasoning and data representation, these same question
answering systems appear to work at a very primitive level.
There exists a need for a system which would allow
researchers to experiment with the semantic representation

of data. This report describes one such system, the Skeletal
Semantic Experimentation System (SSE). The SSE system is
so called because it provides a skeleton system (syntax,
parser, and a partial executive system) to which the user
must add desired semantic procedures and a data base.
Such a system as SSE would be required to have the
following characteristics:
a) It must have an English syntax. The syntax must
represent a major portion of natural English and be
comprehensive enough to contend with problems which are
purely syntactic in nature. For example the system must
recognize that "A BOY" is an acceptable phrase while "A
BOYS" is not.
The syntax must have a minimum of semantic precon-
ceptions. It is not desired that the system have defined
meanings for words. For example the system should accept
the phrase
"DOG DAYS"
without making reference to a four legged animal.
b) The system should use a parser which is compatible
with the syntax and is reasonably flexible and efficient.
c) The system must be transportable. It must be machine
independent, relieving the experimenter of the task of
modifing the system for his configuration.
In the past, for a researcher to experiment with data
representations, he has had to expend considerable time and
effort redoing work that had been previously accomplished.

Rather than concentrate his efforts purely on the data
representation methods, a researcher has had to generate a
syntax to represent natural English as well as a parser and
control programs. The purpose of this project was to supply
the researcher with a transportable system, written in
LISP 1.5, [2], that would remove the requirement to generate
a new syntax and parser. The system was developed by combining
the well documented English syntax of the Rapidly Extensible
Language System of B. H. Dostert and F. B. Thompson [3>^>5]
with the General Purpose Parser of E. W. Merriam [7].
Dostert and Thompson's REL system, which has a parser
built into it, is written in assembly language and is there-
fore totally dependent upon the type machine in which it
resides. There are two choices open to an individual wishing
to use a portion or all of the REL system. He may wish to
use the entire system on a machine with which it is compat-
ible or he may reprogram the desired portions of the REL
system. The second alternative was chosen.
It is realized that programming in assembly language may
be more efficient and when one is developing a production
system this fact must be considered. However, the goal of
SSE is not production but rather a transportable system that
can be used by researchers at different computer facilities.
For this purpose a higher level language is more appropriate.
SSE takes a sentence, parses it according to the REL
English syntax, and returns the sentence in a diagrammed
format. The returned sentence is then in a form that the

archer can use. He can apply his semantic procedures
e may wish to extract information from the sentence














A. REL ENGLISH - A GENERAL LANGUAGE
As a general language, REL English encompasses a consid-
erable subset of natural English. In addition, REL English
has the capability of performing elementary mathematical
functions. However, REL English will not accept all of the
grammatical constructions of ordinary English. Colloquial





The vocabulary for REL English is limited to "little"
words such as, "who", "which", "and", and "before". These
"little" words are used in the definitions of the REL English
syntax. The user then adds his own vocabulary to the system.
2. REL English Grammar
At present the grammar for REL English contains in
excess of 350 rules [3] which are based on the centrality of
the verb. The verb is considered to be the fulcrum of the
sentence, and accumulates noun phrase modifiers, adverbial
modifiers and auxiliaries about it. The parts of speech for
REL English are as follows:
REL ENGLISH PARTS OF SPEECH:
NP noun phrase John, boy, locations of boys
VP verb phrase give, will give, give books
CV copula verb (i.e., be and have verbs)
NU number
AT adverb of time before June 1967, next year
10

CP comparative greater than, equal to
TD time displacement 3 days, June
DI digit 3
DS digit string 3^5
.
LO locative in Boston, where John lived [5].
Using the syntax for REL English, a considerable
variety of natural English constructions can be interpreted.
These constructions include complex verb structures, relative
clauses, complex noun phrases, and conjunctions (both noun
and sentence).
3. Features
The single concept of REL English which results in
the successful evaluation of a syntactic structure, be it
sentence or phrase, is the concept of "features." The idea
of features is not a new one. It has been used before to
subcategorize parts of speech, to identify, for example, a
noun not just as a noun but as a plural noun or a possessive
noun . The concept of features was implicit in a paper by
G. N. Harman [6] and was discussed by Chomsky in Aspects
of the Theory of Syntax [1].
The use of features in REL English results in a
hierarchical structure of syntactic requirements. This
ordering of syntactic requirements helps to control syntactic
ambiguity and prevent ungrammatical constructions. For
example, "some the boy" would not be accepted because
quantifiers can not be combined with a noun which has had
11

the "definite" feature set due to the presence of the
definite article.
Each part of speech is assigned a class of features
which can be used with that part of speech. During the parsing
of a sentence, the feature list for a given word or phrase
will be compared with the features required by the grammar
rule in question. If the features match then the rule can
be applied. Appendix 1 lists the features for each part of
speech with an example for each feature.
Features are also used to determine the best syn-
tactic grouping when several groupings are acceptable.
Dostert and Thompson find that grouping best which minimizes
the number of accesses to the data base. For example, con-
sider the phrase
:
John's son who lives in Boston.
Of the two possible combinations:
a) John's (son who lives in Boston)
b) (John's son) who lives in Boston
(b) would be the best grouping since John is likely to have
fewer sons than there are sons who live in Boston [4]. The
number of accesses to the data base that the system makes
is an important consideration for the REL system and other
production question answering systems, since excessive
accesses to a disk file can greatly reduce response time.
12

B. ADVANTAGES OF THE REL ENGLISH SYNTAX
The REL English syntax is well defined and documented.
Sample sessions provided by Dostert and Thompson [5] show
that the REL system works well, even with complicated sentence
structures. REL English appears virtually free of semantic
assumptions with the following exception: In defining a
noun, REL English allows for three cases:
a) a name, such as John or book;
b) a class, such as firl;
c) a relation, such as sister or location.
In a natural language system certain purely syntactic
problems develop regardless of the type of data represen-
tation being used. The example of the distinction between
A BOY and A BOYS
is a case in point. REL English with its concept of features
does a most adequate job of handling these syntax problems.
But the most important advantage of the REL English
syntax is that its documentation allows one to take advantage




To provide the required parsing operation, a slightly
modified version of E. W. Merriam's General Purpose Parser
was used [7]. The parser, written in LISP 1.5, takes a list
of symbols, where each symbol stands for a word or phrase,
and a list of grammar rules to be used in parsing the string.
A symbol may be an atomic symbol, in which case it is a part
of speech, or it may be a list structure. If it is a list,
then the CAR (first element) of the list will be used as the
part of speech by the parser.
In Merriam's parser a separate copy of the parsing rules
is passed with each input string. In SSE the syntax rules
are returned to "PARSE" as the result of a call to the
function "RULES". In both versions the second argument for
"PARSE" is a list of atomic symbols representing the sentence
to be parsed.
A. RULES OF GRAMMAR
As in Merriam's version of the parser, the grammar rules
consist of two parts. There is a left and a right side
separated by a dot. Each of the grammar rules takes the
form:
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The left side of a grammar rule is a list of categories
A category is an atomic symbol that will be compared with the
original input string and future strings generated by the
parsing procedure. If, during a comparison, a group of
symbols in the input string match, by number and position,
the symbols in the list of categories, then the function
whose name is the right side of the rule is called. A list
of the symbols that were matched in the input string is
passed to the called function as an argument.
Consider the input string
(THE BOYS).
Later in this report the method by which a word such as BOY
can be defined to the system will be shown. Suffice it for
now to say that BOY would be recognized as a noun phrase and
the input string would look like
(THE (NP NAME BOY) S )
.
Recall at this point that since the input string contains
a list, the CAR of that list, "NP," will be used when compared
with the grammar rule
(( NP S) . PLURAL).
In the grammar rule the list of categories is ( NP S )
.
If the input string contains the atom "NP" followed by the
atom "S", then the function "PLURAL" will be called. The
15

list ( (NP NAME BOY) S), from the input string, will be
passed to "PLURAL" as an argument.
The value returned to the parser by the called function
must be in form of a list. For example, the purpose of the
function "PLURAL" is to build a new noun phrase which is the
plural of the noun phrase in the argument. It must also
turn on the plural feature and return the new noun phrase.
Therefore, PLURAL would return
((NP NAME BOYS PLF +))
to the parser. This list will then be used for further
parsing of the input string which now has the form
(THE (NP NAME BOYS PLF +))
2. Use of "ANY"
One of the significant features of Merriam's parser
is the use of the word "ANY". If the word "ANY" appears in
the list of categories, then any symbol occupying the
corresponding position in the input string will be accepted.
For example, both strings
1) (JOHN :=NAME)
2) (MARY :=NAME)
would result in a call to the function "PI" when compared
with the rule
(( ANY :=NAME) .PI).
16

As will be seen, this feature plays a major part in the
users ability to define new words to the existing system.
B. COMPATIBILITY WITH REL ENGLISH SYNTAX
To make the Merriam parser and the REL English syntax
compatible, little modification was required. It was
necessary to make the REL English parts of speech atoms.
A phrase is built of the CONS of the atomic part of speech
and the description list for that phrase. For example,
the word "DOG" would be represented as a list, the CAR of
which would be the atom "NP" for noun phrase. The description
list of the phrase would contain the attribute "NAME" and its
value "DOG":
( NP NAME DOG )
17

IV. THE SSE SYSTEM
The Skeletal Semantic Experimentation System is a pro-
gram which couples the modified version of the Merriam
parser to the syntax of REL English. SSE was programmed in
LISP for several reasons. First, LISP is a widely used
programming language among researchers in artificial
intelligence. Second, Merriam' s parser is written in LISP
and the REL English was in such a form that it could be
implemented in LISP with relative ease. However, the primary
consideration for using LISP was portability.
Because SSE uses no non-standard LISP functions, it
should be compatible with any computer system having a LISP
1.5 compiler or interpreter.
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF FEATURES
In the Dostert and Thompson system the features of each
part of speech are represented by a series of sixteen bits
[5]. The Waterloo LISP system does not allow bit manipulation,
so in SSE features and their values are placed on the
description list of the phrase. The symbol for a feature is
the three letter name of the feature listed in Appendix 1.
Its value is either "+" if the feature is set or "-" if it
is not. Since all parts of speech will not require the
maximum of sixteen possible features in all cases, it was
decided that initially a part of speech would contain no
18

features on its description list. In this manner it was
implied that all possible features were set to "-" (off).
This fact of implied feature values is taken into account
in the "CHK" function.
B. THE "CHK" FUNCTION
The process of checking a given part of speech to insure
that certain specified features have the desired values is
performed by the function "CHK". The arguments for the
function "CHK" are the phrase in question and a list of
features, with their corresponding values, that are to be
checked. The "CHK" function then looks on the description
list of the phrase for each feature in the given list. If
the result of a comparison is true then the next feature is
checked. If the result if false, then the function will
return "NIL", indicating that the features did not match.
C. THE "CHG" FUNCTION
Assuming that the result of the "CHK" function is true,
the new part of speech to be returned to the parser may
require that certain features be either added or modified.
Modifing the description list is the role of "CHG". "CHG"
accepts as arguments a phrase and a list of features which
are to be added to its description list, or whose values
are to be changed from their present value.
D. DEFINING WORDS




a) NAME Mary, dog, blonde
b) CLASS girl
c) RELATION location, mother
d) VERB enroll, arrive
The first three types result in a noun phrase being formed.
The last type returns a verb phrase. A word is added by
calling the parser using the format
( DEF : W R D :=type )
where "type" is one of the four types listed above. To
understand the procedure for defining words it is necessary
to understand several of the parsing rules which use the
word "ANY". The rules
((ANY :=NAME) . NME)
((ANY :=CLASS) .NME)
((ANY :=RELATION) . REL)
((ANY :=VERB) . VRB)
produce very similar results so that consideration of one
of the rules will be sufficient to describe all four.
Consider then the rule
((ANY :=NAME) . NME)
and an example definition




When called, the function "NME" receives as arguments a list
consisting of two atoms. The first call to "NME" would
result in the list ( N :=NAME ) being passed as arguments.
In "NME" a check is made to insure that "N" is not a
part of speech. If it were, then "NME" would return NIL and
ignore the part of speech "N" . However, since N is not a
part of speech, the assumption is made that "N" is part of a
word that is being defined. The list ( N ) is then appended
to the value of the "NAME" on the description list of the
atom ":=NAME" and the list (( :=NAME NAME ( N ) ) ) is returned
to the parser. At this point the example definition would
be
( DEF : J H ( : =NAME NAME ( N ) )
)
and "NME" would be called again.
The arguments for this call would be ( H ( :=NAME NAME
( N ) )). When the list ( H ) was appended to the value of
"NAME" on the description list, the new value would be the
list ( H N ). This process of collection letters would
continue until the definition example had the form
( DEF : ( : =NAME NAME (JOHN))).
With this call to "NME" the first atom in the list of arguments
will be ":" and a different procedure will be followed. At
this point it is assumed that all the letters of the new word
have been collected. Therefore the atom "Nl" is CONSed to
the list ( :=NAME NAME (JOHN) ) forming the dotted pair
21

( Nl . ( :=NAME NAME (JOHN)))
which Is returned to the parser.
It is at this point that "NME", "REL", and "VRB" differ.
"REL" and "VRB" would return "Rl" and "VI" respectively in
place of "Nl".
The example definition now has the form
( DEF ( Nl . ( :=NAME NAME (JOHN) ))).
One must now consider the final parsing rule which uses
the word "ANY":
(( DEF ANY ) . DEF).
When called, the function DEF is passed a list containing
two elements. The first will always be "DEF". However, the
second element could be either ":" or the returned value from
"NME" "REL" or "VRB". If the second element is ":" then
it is assumed that all the letters of the word being defined
have not been collected. Therefore, the function "DEF"
returns NIL to the parser. If the second element is not
":" then it must be either ( Nl . ( : =NAME NAME (JOHN) ))
or one of its variations as noted above.
The function "DEF" sets the variable FN to Nl (which
is the name of a predefined function in the system). The
value of "NAME" on the description list of ":=NAME" is




(( JOHN ) . Nl).
Using the NCONC function of LISP the new parsing rule is
added to the list of parsing rules named by the function
"RULES". At this point the word "J H N" has been defined
to the system and is available to all future calls to the
parser.
E. ADDRULE
As a researcher experiments with various forms of data
and various syntactic constructions, he may find it necessary
to add his own syntactic rules to the system. The researcher
may encounter a situation not previously covered, or he may
wish to modify the order in which various syntactic groupings
are being considered. For whatever reason the experimenter
wishes to add a new syntactic rule, "ADDRULE" provides an
effective method of so doing.
"ADDRULE" accepts as an argument a single list of the
form
(( parser categories => part of speech to be returned)
( CHECK: features and values that must be true)
( SET: features and values that are to be set for
the returned part of speech )
( name of semantic operator to be called )).
An example would be
ADDRULE ((
( CV NP => NP )
23

( CHECK: (FHV -) * (POF -)(RLF -) )
( SET: 1 (FOJ +)(FPH +) )
( SEMNOP ) )).
1
For this rule to apply, the part of speech, copula verb,
must have the FHV feature turned off and the noun phrase
must have the POF and RLF features off. The symbol "*"
distinguishes which features are to apply to which part of
speech. In the above example, had the "*" been missing,
then "ADDRULE" would have assumed that all three features
listed would apply to the first part of speech listed
(i.e. , CV).
The number following "SET:" indicates the "number" of
the part of speech whose feature list is to be copied onto
the description list of the returning value. In the above
example the "1" indicates that a copy of the feature list
of "CV" is to be placed on the description list of "VP".
Had the number been "0", then the features of neither of the
input parts of speech (i.e., CV or NP) would have been copied
to "VP". Thus by implication, all the features on "VP"
would have been off.
The list of features following the number are those
features which are to be changed on the description list of
the returned value. Thus from the above example it can be
This format is a literal translation of the format
used in Reference 5.
24

seen that "VP" will have at least the FOJ and FPH features
turned on and the PHV feature turned off (since it was off
on CV).
"SEMNOP" is the name of a function which performs no
operations. This indicates that there are no semantic
operations required for this particular grammar rule.
Appendix 2 lists the procedures for the system. With the
procedures described above (i.e., the parser, the definition
functions and "ADDRULE") one will also note representative
procedures for the REL English Syntax, such as plural,
possessive and part participle. These rules were not added
to the system with the use of "ADDRULE" but were coded
separately.
Appendix 3 lists the major portion of the REL English
syntax. Each rule is in the format for entry into the system
via the "ADDRULE" procedure.
One of the sentences used to check the system is listed
in Appendix 4. The sentence was
( IS THERE A HARVARD BOY WHOSE SISTER ATTENDS YALE ).
Having parsed the sentence, the system identified the
sentence as a subjective verb phrase (FSJ) having a singular
subject (FSI). It was also noted that the sentence is a
question(FQT) containing an intransitive verb (FVI). After
a successful parse of the sentence, the part of speech will
contain the complete diagrammed sentence as the value of
"NAME" on its description list. For the example listed in
25

Appendix 4, the value of "NAME" is
( IS THERE ( A (( HARVARD BOY ) WHOSE SISTER ( ATTENDS
YALE ) ))).
This diagrammed sentence is in a form that the researcher
can use to readily extract pertinent information for use




To facilitate use of the SSE system the user's require-
ments have been kept to a minimum. Appendices 2 and 3
contain the complete listing of the system. There are three
possible inputs that the user can make to the system. He
can define words, add syntax rules, or parse a sentence.
To define a word the user would use the following format
PARSE ((
( DEF : W R D :=type ) )).







depending on the type of word to be defined. It should be
noted that each symbol between "DEF" and " :=type" (i.e., :,
W, 0, R, and D) is an atomic symbol.
The format to be used to add a syntactic rule to the
system was covered under "ADDRULE" . Numerous examples of
that format can be found in Appendix 3.
To parse a sentence the following format would be used
PARSE ((
( sentence ) ))
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In this format each character in the sentence must be






In developing the system to Its present state, it was
found that the full implications of several of the "machine
semantic procedures" alluded to in the REL documentation
were not clear. It is therefore recommended that further
study be directed toward the development and implementation
of these semantic procedures.
During the parsing of a sentence it would be reasonable
to assume that the major portion of time spent determining
the admissibility of a syntax rule would be spent checking
features. For example there are fifteen syntax rules of the
form
( NP VP = VP)
that are used to add subjects to a verb phrase. Therefore
on the average there are seven rules that must be checked
before finding the correct rule to apply. From the authors
of the REL system it was learned that an average of six
features must be checked for each rule. Thus to find the
one syntax rule that allows the adding of a subject to a verb
phrase one must check forty-two features. That is forty-two
searches of a description list. By adding a small number of
bit manipulation functions to LISP, more than one feature
could be checked at a time. Features could be implemented
using the LISP capability for octal representation, and the




SSE can be a valuable tool to the researcher in semantic
representations. The system is based on a comprehensive
syntax and permits the parsing of complicated English
sentences. The system returns these same sentences in a
format which makes pertinent information readily accessible
to the experimenter. Finally, because the system is written
in LISP it is transportable to any computer system offering


































income + capital loss




FPH phrasal, prevents further
morphemic modification


























arrived in June i960
gave to Mary
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